Abstract. Supply chain vulnerability is likely to cause irreversible consequences. This paper describes the concept of fragile entropy in supply chain and builds a concrete model based on the idea of "external disturbance -potential influence -entropy change" from complex system perspective. This model is used to quantify the vulnerability of a typical shipbuilding supply chain.
Introduction
The supply chain itself is vulnerable to various kinds of risks, resulting in huge losses of enterprises. Therefore, the research of supply chain vulnerability has become the focus in supply chain management.
Domestic research which is limited to qualitative aspects focus on the impact factors of supply chain vulnerability, whose quantitative research results are few. Abroad Svensson qualitative description of vulnerability through the theoretical framework of source of disturbance, category of disturbance and logistics model [1] , and evaluates supply chain vulnerability from three dimensions of time relevance, functional relevance, relationship relevance [2] . Peck evaluates vulnerability from value streams / products and processes, asset and organizational infrastructure dependencies, networks within and within organizations, and environment [3] .
Compared with mature field, the study of supply chain vulnerability is more macro, whose formation mechanism and quantitative research is insufficient, which is difficult to reveal the essence of system, so research on supply chain vulnerability in the perspective of complex systems is need [4] .
Supply Chain Vulnerability Entropy Evaluation Model
Helbing gives a method solving the actual effects of elements in complex systems [5] .Suppose the supply chain system consists of m members, each member contains i resource elements, the direct impact of the resource j on the resource i , the previous symbol indicates the impact direction.
The method of deciding M is to convert the expert's language evaluation information into triangular fuzzy number, and then obtain the corresponding clear influence value [6] .First assume the number of experts is g , and the importance of the experts is the same, determine the expert set 
Aggregate the linguistic assessment information of all experts into group evaluation
The fuzzy number matrix k
by the simple gravity method [7] .
After the direct impact matrix M is calculated, indirect effects can be calculated directly through direct impact [8] :
Among them, A is the evaluation matrix,  is the system parameter, M is the direct impact matrix, I is the identity matrix. The expression 
. The potential impact (Y ) of the system can be represented by the disturbance ( X ) describing the specific events:
Let  is a member of the supply chain system, assume the weight of the different resources as
, define the measurement value  F to evaluate the global membership as follows:
Therefore, the global measurement  F of supply chain system and its standardization '  F can be calculated with the following two types:
The vulnerability '  F of the system can be measured. Combine with entropy theory, the following formula can be obtained:
Supply Chain Vulnerability Assessment
Supply chain system is divided into three subsystems: supplier, manufacturing system and sales system. Limited to space, only the supplier's supply system is calculated as an example, and the calculation steps are shown in figure 1. Experts and principals in the field of supply chain are invited to investigate and rate the impact of supplier resources. The impact factors of supply system vulnerability resources mainly include human resources, raw materials resources, service resources and cost resources, 1 r , 2 r , 3 r and 4 r respectively. The specific evaluation information of the three experts is shown in table 2.
The language evaluation information is transformed into fuzzy number matrix according to the formula (1), aggregated into the group evaluation matrix according to the formula (2). The group evaluation matrix is transformed into corresponding clear number matrix M according to the formula ( 
Summary
From the perspective of complex system, the specific model of supply chain vulnerability quantification is established. The model is used to quantify the vulnerability of a typical supply chain. The quantitative evaluation model is helpful to the overall control system vulnerability, but the concept of fragile entropy belongs to the static value, how to evaluate the system vulnerability and early warning will be the focus of the next research.
